
“Yesterday”/“Act Naturally” 
 
Label 62 
Capitol    5498 
Orange/yellow swirl label without subsidiary print. 
First pressing 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

62A (Keystone print) 
Factories:  Scranton, Decca Pinckneyville 
A(i) –  On the “Act Naturally” side, the L in “Publishing” is to the right of the I in 
“BMI” beneath it. On the “Yesterday” side, the “B” in “BMI” is slightly to the left of the 5 in 5498. 
A(ii) –  On the “Act Naturally” side, the L in “Publishing” is directly over the I in “BMI” beneath it. On the 
“Yesterday” side, the “B” in “BMI” is left-aligned with the 5 in 5498. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

62B (Bert-Co print) 
Factories:  Los Angeles or RCA Hollywood 
B(i) –  On each side there are blank lines under the publisher credit, under the song time, under the 
catalog number, and under “in England.” 
B(ii) –  On each side the only blank line is under the song time. 

 
 
 
 
 
 



Picture sleeve PS1A (east coast): 
The sleeve is cut straight across the top on both sides.  The open side of 
the sleeve has “Act Naturally” on top. 
 
Picture sleeve PS1B (west coast): 
The sleeve is tab cut.  The tab is on the side with “Yesterday” on top. 
 
 
 
Label 62xb 
Capitol    5498 
Orange/yellow swirl label with subsidiary print in black. 
August, 1968, to October, 1968 
Factory:  Scranton 
The titles appear in the same print as on the earlier Keystone pressing. 
However, “The Beatles” and the song title appear to be slanted. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Label 62xw 
Capitol    5498 
Orange/yellow swirl label with subsidiary print in white. 
October, 1968, to April, 1969 
Factory:  Scranton 

The titles appear in the same print as on the earlier “black print” pressing.  
On the “Yesterday” side “The Beatles” is aligned further to the left than 
“Yesterday”. 

Factory:  Scranton 
The titles appear in the same print as on the earlier “black print” pressing.  

On the “Yesterday” side “The Beatles” is aligned properly with “Yesterday”. 
Factory:  Los Angeles 

The titles appear in the same print as on the earlier Bert-Co labels. 
Factory:  Los Angeles 

Small print. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



 
Label 69a 
Capitol    5498 
Red/orange target label with “C” logo.  There is no white dot on the 
backdrop behind the Capitol logo. 
July, 1969, to October, 1970 
Factory:  Scranton  

Keystone print 
Factory:  Los Angeles 
 Wide print 
Label may have “TM” next to the Capitol logo, or may have ® under the “l” 
of “Capitol” or to its right. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Label 69d 
Capitol    5498 
Red/orange target label with “C” logo.  There is a white dot on the 
backdrop behind the Capitol logo. 
October, 1970, to May, 1971 
Factory:  Scranton 
 Keystone print 
Factory:  Los Angeles 
 Wide print exists? 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Label bs 
Apple    5498 
Apple label with black star on the A-side 
Factory:  Los Angeles 
May, 1971, to June, 1971 
 
 
 
 



 
Label af 
Apple    5498 
Apple label with “MFD. BY APPLE” on the full side 
May, 1971, to September, 1975 
Factory:  Los Angeles 
 Label may be flat or glossy.  Later copies have “MFD. BY APPLE” on both 
sides. 
Factory:  Jacksonville 
Factory:  Winchester 

Label may be flat or glossy. 
Copies pressed in 1974-5 have “Mastered by Capitol” in the matrix. 
 
Label ar 
Apple    5498 
Apple label with rights information on one or both sides. 
Factory:  Los Angeles  arL 
 Rights information appears at the top part of the label. 
Factory:  Jacksonville arJ 
 Darker label 
 
 
 
 
 
Label 72r 
Capitol    5498 
Orange label with rights disclaimer 
Factory:  Los Angeles 
 “Capitol” is in olive green on LA copies.  
Factory:  Winchester 
 “Capitol” is in tan, and MONO does not appear. 
Factory:  Jacksonville, MCA Pinckneyville 
 “Capitol” is in tan, and MONO does not appear.  Print is in the same font 
used on the Apple pressing.  There are no no-slip ridges around the label. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



 
 
Label 78 
Capitol    5498 
Purple label with large logo; rim text starts with 
“MFD.” 
Factory:  Los Angeles 
 With “MONO” on label 
Factory:  Jacksonville, Winchester 
 Without “MONO” on label 
 
 
Label SL81s 
Capitol Star Line  A-6291 
Blue Star Line label with A- prefix and “stereo” on labels. 
Factories:  Los Angeles; Jacksonville; Winchester 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Label SL81m 
Capitol Star Line  A-6291 
Blue Star Line label with A- prefix and 
“mono” on labels. 
Factories:  Winchester 
 
 
 
 
 
Label SL81x 
Capitol Star Line  X-6291 
Blue Star Line label with X- prefix and “mono” on labels. 
Factories:  Los Angeles; Jacksonville; Winchester 
 
 
 
 
Label SL83 
Capitol Star Line   X-6291 
Rainbow label with rim print in color band.  
Factories:  Los Angeles, Winchester, Specialty 



 
 
Label SL88 
Capitol Star Line   X-6291 
Purple label with small logo; rim text starts with “MANUFACTURED.” 
Factories:  Specialty 
 
 
 
 
 
Label 88 
Capitol /Cema   S7-18901 
Purple label with small logo; rim text starts with “MANUFACTURED.” 
Factory:  Specialty 
 Pink vinyl.  The a-side is the 1987 digital remix and is in stereo. 
The b-side is mono. 
 
 


